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A BSTRACT
Horizontally Partitioned Caches (HPCs) are a promising architectural feature to reduce the energy consumption of the
memory subsystem. However, the energy reduction obtained
using HPC architectures is very sensitive to the HPC parameters. Therefore it is very important to explore the HPC design space and carefuly choose the HPC parameters that result in minimum energy consumption for the application. However, since in HPC architectures, the compiler has a significant
impact on the energy consumption of the memory subsystem,
it is extremely important to include compiler while deciding
the HPC design parameters. While there has been no previous apporaches to HPC design exploration, existing cache design space exploration methodologies do not include the compiler effectsduring DSE. In this paper, we present a Compilerin-the-Loop (CIL) Design Space Exploration (DSE) methodology to explore and decide the HPC design parameters. Our
experimental results on HP iPAQ h4300-like memory subsystem running benchmarks from the MiBench suite demonstrate
that CIL DSE can discover HPC configurations with up to 80%
lesser energy consumption than the HPC configuration in the
iPAQ. In contrast, tradiation simulation-only exploration can
discover HPC design parameters that result in only 57% memory subsystem energy reduction. Finally our hybrid CIL DSE
heuristic saves 67% of the exploration time as compared to the
exhaustive exploration, while providing maximum possible energy savings on our set of benchmarks.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Embedded systems design is fascinating owing to the interplay of multi-dimensional design considerations applicable to
them. On one hand high performance is required of embedded
systems, while on the other hand, the weight of the embedded
system should be low and the battery life (energy consumption) long. While a custom ASIC design might have been a
good solution at this point, shortening time to market and the
frequent upgrade-ability and flexibility requirements shift embedded systems designers towards processor based embedded
systems. In such systems the memory subsystem including the
caches, buses, and the memory can use majority of the energy
budget. Consequently memory subsystem energy reduction has
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been a very important design goal in the past two decades.
Although originally proposed for performance improvements, Horizontally Partitioned Cache (HPC) architectures
have been found very effective in reducing the energy consumption of the memory subsystem [18]. In this popular technique, processor maintains multiple caches at the same level
of memory hierarchy, and each memory page is mapped to exactly one of these caches. HPC is a popular cache architecture
in embedded systems. For example, in the Intel XScale, the
main cache is 32 KB, and is augmented by a 2 KB mini-cache,
which is at the same level of memory hierarchy (namely L1).
Henceforth in this paper we will call the additional cache as the
mini-cache and the original cache as the main cache. The mapping of the page to the cache is specified as a page attribute and
set while loading the application. The page mapping attribute is
present in the Translation Look-aside buffer (TLB). On a cache
access first a TLB lookup is performed to find out if the page is
in the cache or not, and if yes, in which cache. Thus for each
memory request only one cache lookup is performed. The idea
of HPC architectures was originally proposed by Gonzalez et
al. in [4] to improve the performance by separating and thus reducing the interference between the array and stack variables.
However HPCs also improve the energy consumption of the
memory subsystem due to two main reasons. First is a direct
consequence of performance improvement. Since partitioning
the array and stack variable into different caches reduces the
interference between them, resulting in performance improvement due to lesser number of cache misses, which directly
translates into energy improvement. The second and the more
important reason is that typically the mini-cache is smaller in
size than the main cache; therefore the energy consumption per
access of the mini-cache is smaller than the energy consumption per access of the main cache. As a result, diverting some
memory accesses to the mini-cache leads to a decrease in the
total energy consumption. In summary, HPC is a simple yet
very effective technique to reduce the power consumption in
embedded processors.
However, as we demonstrate in this paper, the energy reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on the HPC design parameters. Therefore it is very important to explore the
HPC design parameters and carefully tune the these parameters to suite the application. Furthermore, [18] demonstrated
that compiler can have a very significant impact on the power

reduction achieved by the HPC architectures. Therefore it is
very important to include the “compiler effects” during the exploration and evaluating of HPC design parameters.
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Fig. 1. Simulation-only Exploration

However traditional exploration techniques are SimulationOnly (SO) Design Space Exploration (DSE) techniques. Figure 1 describes the simulation only exploration methodology,
in which the compiler is used to compile the application once.
The executable generated is simulated on several architectural
variations to find out the best one. SO DSE techniques are unable to include “compiler effects” in the exploration and evaluation of various HPC configurations. In this paper we propose
a Compiler-in-the-Loop (CIL) DSE methodology to systematically incorporate and therefore effectively explore and accurately evaluate HPC design parameters for energy reduction.
In CIL DSE the application is first compiled for the given
HPC configuration. The executable generated is then simulated on the same HPC configuration to accurately estimate the
power, and performance corresponding for that HPC configuration.
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Fig. 2. Compiler-in-the-Loop Exploration

To demonstrate the need and usefulness of our approach,
we perform experiments on an HP iPAQ 4300-like [6] memory subsystem. The HP iPAQ 4300 is intended for the wireless
and handheld market. Consequently we perform experiments
by running benchmarks from the MiBench suite [5], which are
also intended to represent applications of the same domain.
The main results of this paper are:
• First, we demonstrate that as compared to the default configuration of the Intel XScale, our exploration can find
HPC design parameters that can reduce the memory subsystem energy consumption by 80% .
• Second, we perform the traditional SO DSE, and find out
that SO DSE can discover HPC design parameters that
reduces the memory subsystem energy consumption by
only 57%. In comparison with SO DSE, CIL DSE can
discover HPC design parameters that are 30% superior in
memory subsystem energy consumption.
• Finally, we develop a hybrid heuristic for CIL DSE, which
can save 67% exploration time as compared to exhaustive
CIL DSE scheme, while achieving maximum possible energy savings on our set of benchmarks.

II. R ELATED W ORK

A. Horizontally Partitioned Caches
Caches are one of the major contributors of not only to the
system power and performance, but also of the embedded processor area and cost. As a result, several techniques have been
proposed to improve the effectiveness of caches.
Horizontally Partitioned Caches (HPCs) is an architectural
technique was proposed by Gonzalez et al. [4] to separate and
thus reduce the interference between the array and stack variables. The compiler’s job in such architectures is to partition
the data exclusively between the main cache and the minicache. The performance and energy improvements obtained
using HPCs are highly sensitive to the compilation technique
used. Consequently most earlier research focuses on achieving performance improvements using horizontally partitioned
caches. Early techniques divided the data into main cache and
the mini-cache based on reuse history. While some approaches
use effective address reuse information [11, 15], others use
program counter reuse information [19]. Software based approaches attempt to improve performance primarily by coarsegrain region based scheduling [12, 20]. Such schemes simply
map the stack data, or the scalar variables to the mini-cache.
Xu et al. [21] proposed a profile-based technique to partition
the virtual pages to different caches.
However other than achieving energy reduction just due to
performance improvements, HPC architectures reduce energy
due to the lower energy per access to the smaller cache. Note
that this energy reduction mechanism is not in line with performance improvements. Energy reduction by this mechanism
requires mapping more pages to the smaller cache, which may
result in performance penalty. Existing techniques that focus
on performance improvements could not tap into this reason of
energy reduction. [18] demonstrated that with a minimal performance penalty the energy consumption of the memory subsystem can be greatly reduced.
As compared to all these previous works, which try to improve power, and/or performance using an HPC configuration,
this work deals with deciding on HPC design parameters for an
application.

B. Design Space Exploration
To start with, we are not aware of any DSE methodology
for HPCs. However DSE methodologies are as old as the
computer architecture. However, traditionally software and
hardware development have been separated using the concept
of Instruction Set Architecture. Consequently, the Compilerassisted design has only been popular in the design of ISAs,
and not in the design of the processor microarchitecture. However recently, several microarchitectural techniques have been
proposed that operate under software control, e.g., softwarecontrolled prefetching, software controlled power management. Such techniques blurs the hardware-software interface,
and need to be explored while considering compiler effects.
Consequently Compiler-in-the-Loop exploration frameworks
have been recently proposed to explore processor design space,
e.g., [17] and [3] propose compiler assisted DSE frameworks to
explore the bypasses in processors. Similarly Halambi02 pro-

poses a compiler-assisted DSE framework to explore reduced
Instruction Set Architectures (rISA).
HPC is one such microarchitectural feature, in which software has to decide the page partitioning between the two
caches. Since the compiler has such a significant impact on
the effectiveness of HPC architecture, we propose a CIL DSE
method to decide on the HPC parameters.
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Fig. 4. Modeled memory subsystem

III. HPC E XPLORATION F RAMEWORK
To perform exploration of the HPC design space, we have
developed a Compiler-in-the-Loop Design Space Exploration
(DSE) framework, as depicted in Figure 3. The CIL DSE
framework is centered around a textual description of the processor. In specific, for our purposes, the processor description
contains information about i) Horizontally Partitioned Cache
parameters, ii) the memory subsystem energy models, and iii)
the processor and memory delay models.
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Fig. 3. Compiler-in-the-Loop methodology to explore the design space of
HPCs

A. HPC Compiler
We use the compilation technique OMN proposed in [18] as
our HPC compiler, and generate binary executable along with
the page mapping. The page mapping specifies to which cache
(main or mini) each data memory page is mapped. The compiler is tuned to generate page mappings that lead to minimum
memory subsystem energy consumption.

B. HPC Simulator
The executable and the page mapping are both fed into a simulator which estimates the runtime and the energy consumption
of the memory subsystem. Our simulator models the processor
and memory subsystem of an HP iPAQ 4300. The iPAQ uses
the Intel PXA255 processor [7] with the XScale core [8], which
has a 32KB main cache and 2KB mini-cache. The system also
has 64 MBytes of external SDRAM. We modify the sim-cache
simulator of the simplescalar suite [1] and tune the sim-cache
to model this memory system. The simulator provides us with
the runtime of the applications in processor cycles (rt), and the
number of accesses to the main cache (aM c), the number of
accesses to the mini cache (amc)and the number of accesses to
the memory (M ).

C. Energy Models
Figure 4 shows the memory subsystem of the iPAQ that we
have modeled to obtain performance and energy estimates. To
model the energy consumption of the on-chip caches we use
energy models from eCACTI [13] at 0.18 u technology. As
compared to CACTI [16], eCACTI provides better energy estimates, especially for high associativity caches, since it models
sense-amps more accurately and scales device widths according to the capacitive loads. Thus we get the energy consumption per access of the main cache (eM c), and the energy consumption per access of the mini cache (emc) using the power
model in eCACTI.
We find out the energy per burst access to the memory, eM
using models of external SDRAM memory from the low-power
32MB Micron MT48V8M32LF [14]. We estimate the energy
consumed in the buses per access burst, eb using power models
from the PXA255 and Intel 440 MMX chipset power models
[7,9,10]. The total power consumption of external memory and
buses is eM + eb = 42 nJ for a 32-byte read/write burst.
We can then compute the energy consumed by the memory
subsystem as (eM c×aM c)+(emc×amc)+aM ×(em+eb).

D. Benchmarks
We perform our experiments on applications from MiBench
suite [5] and an implementation of H.263 encoder [2]. We
choose this set of benchmarks, as they are representative of the
wireless and handheld applications that is the target of the HP
iPAQ 4300.

E. Design Space Walker
The Design Space Walker performs HPC design space exploration by updating the HPC design parameters in the processor description. The mini-cache, that is configured by Design
Space Walker, is specified using two attributes, the mini-cache
size and the mini-cache associativity. For our experiments, we
vary cache size from 256 bytes to 32 KB, in exponents of 2.
We explore the whole range of mini-cache associativities, i.e.,
from direct mapped to fully associative. We do not model minicache configurations which cannot be modeled by eCACTI. We
set the cache line size to be 32 bytes as in the Intel XScale architecture. In total we explore 33 mini-cache configurations for
each benchmark.
The Design Space Walker implements various DSE algorithms described in Section VI. In the rest of this paper we
develop and explore several DSE schemes employed in the Design Space Walker. The techniques differ in the exploration

Fig. 5. Exhaustive Exploration Algorithm

time and the minimum energy consumption HPC configuration
they are able to discover.

reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on the minicache parameters. Exhaustive CIL exploration of the minicache DSE to find the minimum energy mini-cache results in
additional 80% energy reduction, thus reducing the energy consumption to just 20% of the case with a 2 KB mini-cache.
Furthermore, the performance of the energy-optimal HPC
configuration is very close to the performance of the best performing HPC configuration. The performance degradation was
no more than 5% and was 2% on average. Therefore energyoptimal HPC configuration achieves high energy reductions at
minimal performance cost.
Benchmark
adpcm dec
adpcm enc
dijkstra
blowfish dec
blowfish enc
gsm dec
gsm enc
h263
jpeg
lame
susan

IV. E XHAUSTIVE E XPLORATION

Memory Subsystem Energy Consumption

32K
32K + 2K

250%

Normalized Energy

Opt

Figure I shows the energy optimal mini-cache configuration
for each benchmark. The table suggests that low-associativity
mini-caches are good candidates to achieve low-energy solutions.
V. I MPORTANCE OF C OMPILER - IN - THE -L OOP
E XPLORATION
Our next set of experiments are to show that although SO
DSE can also find HPC configurations with lesser memory subsystem energy consumption, it does not do as well as CIL DSE.
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We first present experiments to estimate the importance of
exploration of Horizontally Partitioned Caches. To this end,
we perform exhaustive CIL exploration of HPC design space,
and find out the minimum energy HPC design parameters.
Figure 5 describes the exhaustive exploration algorithm. The
algorithm estimates the energy consumption for each minicache configuration (line 02), and keeps track of the minimum
energy. The function estimate energy, estimates the energy
consumption for a given mini-cache size and associativity.
Figure 6 compares the energy consumption of the memory
subsystem with 3 cache designs. The leftmost bar represents
the energy consumed by the memory subsystem when the system has only a 32 KB main cache (no mini-cache is present.)
The second, or the middle bar shows the energy consumed
when there is a 2 KB mini-cache in parallel with the 32 KB
cache, and the application is compiled to achieve minimum energy. The third and the rightmost bar represents the energy
consumed by the memory subsystem, when the mini-cache parameters (size and associativity) are chosen using exhaustive
CIL exploration. All the energy values are normalized to the
case when there is a 2 KB mini-cache (the Intel XScale configuration.) The last set of bars is the average over the applications.

mini-cache Parameters
8K, direct mapped
4K, 2-way
8K, 2-way
16K, 2-way
16K, 2-way
2K, direct mapped
2K, direct mapped
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2K, 4-way
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ExhaustiveExploration()
01: minEnergy = MAX EN ERGY
02: foreach (c ∈ C)
03:
energy = estimateEnergy(c)
04:
if (energy < minEnergy)
05:
minEnergy = energy
06:
endIf
07: endFor
08: return minEnergy

Fig. 7. CIL versus SO exploration
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Fig. 6. Energy savings achieved by exploration

We make two important observations from this graph. The
first is that HPC is very effective in reducing the memory subsystem energy consumption. As compared to using not using
any mini-cache, using default mini-cache (the default minicache is 2 KB, 32-way set associative) leads to an average of
2X reduction in the energy consumption of the memory subsystem. The second important observation is that the energy

To this end, we perform SO DSE of HPC design parameters.
We compile once for the 32KB/2KB (i.e. the original XScale
cache configuration) to obtain an executable and the minimum
energy page mapping. While keeping these two same, we explored all the HPC configurations to find the HPC design parameters which minimize the memory subsystem energy consumption. Figure 7 plots the the energy consumption of the
HPC configuration found by the SO DSE (middle bar) and CIL
DSE (right bar), and the original Intel XScale HPC configuration (left bar) for each benchmark. The rightmost set of bars
represent the average over all the benchmarks. All the energy

consumption values are normalized to energy consumption of
the 32KB/2KB configuration.
The important observation to make from this graph that although even SO DSE can find out HPC configurations which
result in on average 57% memory subsystem energy reduction,
CIL DSE is much more effective and can uncover HPC configurations that result in 70% reduction in the memory subsystem
energy reduction.

GreedyExploration()
01: size = MIN SIZE, assoc = MIN ASSOC
// greedily find the size
02: while (betterN ewConf (size × 2, assoc, size, assoc))
03:
size = size × 2
04: endWhile
// greedily find the assoc
05: while (betterN ewConf (size, assoc × 2, size, assoc))
06:
assoc = assoc × 2
07: endWhile
08: return estimateEnergy(size, assoc)

VI. HPC DSE H EURISTICS
We have demonstrated that CIL DSE of HPC design parameters is very useful and important to achieve significant energy
savings. However since the mini-cache design space is very
large, exhaustive exploration may consume a lot of time. In this
section we explore heuristics for effective and efficient HPC
DSE.
The rightmost bar in Figure 8 plots the energy consumption
of the optimal configuration, as compared to the energy consumption when the XScale default 32-way, 2K mini-cache is
used. The rightmost bar in Figure 9 plots the time (in hours)
required to explore the design space using the exhaustive algorithm.
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Fig. 8. Relative energy consumption achieved by exploration algorithms

A. Greedy Algorithm
In an attempt to reduce the runtime of the exhaustive algorithm, we developed a very simple greedy exploration algorithm to explore the mini-cache design space.
The greedy algorithm outlined in Figure 10 first greedily
finds the cache size (lines 02-04), and then greedily finds the
associativity (lines 05-07). The function betterNewConfiguration tells whether the new mini-cache parameters result in
lower energy consumption than the old mini-cache parameters.
The middle bar in Figure 8 plots the energy consumption
when the mini-cache configuration is chosen by the greedy algorithm, and the leftmost bar in Figure 9 plots the time that
greedy exploration requires to explore the design space of the
mini-cache. Although the greedy algorithm reduces the exploration time on an average by a factor of 5X, the energy consumption is on an average 2X more than what is achieved by
optimal algorithm. Clearly, there is a trade-off between the exploration time and the energy reductions that can be obtained
thereby.
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Fig. 10. Greedy Exploration Algorithm

B. Hybrid Algorithm
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betterNewConf(size’, assoc’, size, assoc)
01: if (!existsCacheConf ig(size , assoc ))
02:
return f alse
03: energy = estimateEnergy(size, assoc)
04: energy  = estimateEnergy(size , assoc )
05: return (energy < energy)

Benchmarks

Fig. 9. Exploration time of exploration algorithms

As we can see, although greedy algorithm is able to discover
extremely low-energy solutions, it may take 10s of hours to
perform the exploration. To reduce the exploration time, we
fist developed a greedy DSE heuristic.

To obtain best of both the worlds, we developed a hybrid
algorithm that can achieve energy consumption very close to
the optimal configuration, while consuming time closer to the
greedy algorithm.
Figure 11 outlines the hybrid algorithm. The algorithm first
greedily searches for the optimal mini-cache size (lines 02-04).
Note however that it tries every alternate mini-cache size. Hybrid algorithm tries mini-caches sizes in exponents of 4, rather
than 2 (line 03). Once it has found the optimal mini-cache size,
then it explore exhaustively in the size-associativity neighborhood (lines 07-15) to find out a better size-associativity configuration.
The leftmost bar in Figure 8 plots the energy consumption
when the mini-cache configuration is chosen by the hybrid algorithm, and the leftmost bar in Figure 9 plots the time that
hybrid exploration requires to explore the design space of the
mini-cache. Our hybrid algorithm is able to find the optimal

HybridExploration()
01: size = MIN SIZE, assoc = MIN ASSOC
// greedily find the size
02: while (betterN ewConf (size × 4, assoc, size, assoc))
03:
size = size × 4
04: endWhile
// search in the neighbourhood
05: done = f alse
06: while (!done)
07:
if (betterN ewConf (size × 2, assoc, size, assoc))
08:
size = size × 2
09:
else if (betterN ewConf (size, assoc × 2, size, assoc))
10:
assoc = assoc × 2
11:
else if (betterN ewConf (size ÷ 2, assoc, size, assoc))
12:
size = size ÷ 2
13:
else if (betterN ewConf (size ÷ 2, assoc ÷ 2, size, assoc))
14:
size = size ÷ 2, assoc = assoc ÷ 2
15:
else if (betterN ewConf (size ÷ 2, assoc × 2, size, assoc))
16:
size = size ÷ 2, assoc = assoc × 2
17:
else
18:
done = true
19: endWhile

[4] A. Gonzalez, C. Aliagas, and M. Valero. A data cache with multiple
caching strategies tuned to different types of locality. In ICS ’95: Proceedings of the 9th international conference on Supercomputing, pages
338–347, New York, NY, USA, 1995. ACM Press.
[5] M. R. Guthaus, J. S. Ringenberg, D. Ernst, T. M. Austin, T. Mudge, and
R. B. Brown. MiBench: A free, commercially representative embedded
benchmark suite. In IEEE Workshop in workload characterization, 2001.
[6] Hewlett Packard, http://www..hp.com. HP iPAQ h4000 Series - System
Specifications.
[7] Intel Corporation, http://www.intel.com/design/pca/ applicationsprocessors/manuals/278693.htm. Intel PXA255 Processor: Developer’s Manual.
[8] Intel Corporation, http://www.intel.com/design/intelxscale/273473.htm.
Intel XScale(R) Core: Developer’s Manual.
[9] Intel
Corporation,
http://www.intel.com/
design/mobile/desguide/251012.htm. LV/ULV Mobile Intel Pentium III
Processor-M and LV/ULV Mobile Intel Celeron Processor (0.13u) /Intel
440MX Chipset: Platform Design Guide, 2002.

08: return estimateEnergy(size, assoc)

Fig. 11. Hybrid Exploration Algorithm

[10] IPC-D-317A Design Guidelines for Electronic Packaging Utilizing HighSpeed Techniques, 1995.
[11] T. L. Johnson and W. mei W. Hwu. Run-time adaptive cache hierarchy
management via reference analysis. In ISCA, pages 315–326, 1997.

mini-cache configuration in all of our benchmarks, while it
takes about 3X less time than the optimal algorithm.
VII. S UMMARY
Horizontally Partitioned Caches (HPC) are an effective architectural mechanism to achieve energy reduction. However
the energy reduction obtained using HPCs is very sensitive on
the HPC design parameters. Furthermore the compiler has
a significant impact on the energy reduction obtained using
HPCs, therefore it is important to include compiler effects during exploration. In this paper, we present a Compiler-in-theLoop (CIL) Design Space Exploration (DSE) framework to decide on optimal HPC parameters for an application.
Our experiments on an HP iPAQ h4300-like memory subsystem executing benchmarks from the MiBench suite show that
our CIL DSE can find HPC design parameters that result in
80% reduction of the memory subsystem energy consumption,
thus motivating for the need of DSE for HPCs. We also show
that traditional SO DSE can find HPC configurations which result in 57% memory subsystem energy reduction, but CIL DSE
can achieve 30% on top of that, demonstrating the need and
usefulness of CIL DSE. Finally our hybrid heuristic is able to
save on an average of 67% of exploration time as compared to
the exhaustive exploration, while providing maximum possible
energy savings on our set of benchmarks.
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